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Food Foraging in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly

Book

Review

by Rachel Lambert

It is easy to forget, whilst you are
buying your veg from your favourite
Farm Shop, that most if not all of
the fruit and vegetables that we
eat has been “developed” and
“farmed” a long way away from
the original plants that they once
were.

plants and then some lovely
recipes to wow your family and
friends.
There is an exciting
selection of 21 popular and
accessible wild edibles, including;
flowers, fruits, leaves, seeds, shoots
and seaweeds.

The crystal clear photographs of
Most of us can identify and safely both the plants and the finished
eat a few blackberries on our dishes takes out the guess work
country walks but we are usually from both picking and cooking.
unaware of the wide variety of
tasty edible treats that grow all A highly recomended book from
around us.
Pocket Cornwall book selection I
can certainly see this a gift, and
Help is at hand that will transform dare I say stocking filler, for your
your country rambles into a food favourite ramblers and walkers.
shop, Rachel Lambert who is
well known here in Cornwall for For further details about foraging
being an expert on wild food and walks and the book itself visit
how to use the exciting selection Rachels website www.wildwalksthat grows down south in Britain southwest.co.uk
particul;ary. Rachel runs foraging
walks where you get to identify Published in 2015 by Alison
and pick - with a mind to the Hodge Publishers in Cornwall and
environment - what will be your available in book shops and Tourist
next meal. Rachel also shows you information Centres and avalable
how to use your treasure trove of on-line at Rachels website CLICK
edible goodies and prepare a HERE Priced at £5.95
delicious meal.
For details of other books from the
But what to do when Rachel is not Pocket Cornwall series:
on hand? Help is now available in www.alisonhodgepublishers.
the form of a lovely pocket sized co.uk
book written by Rachel entitled info@alison-hodge.co.uk
“Wild Food Foraging in Cornwall © Rachel Lambert, 2015
and the Isles of Scilly”*
* Please note that not all of the
The perfect size, the book is a recipes are Vegan
beautifully illustrated guide to
identifying what is edible, the
health benefits of each of the
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Bermuda Buttercup - Scilly Wild Spring
Salad with Orange and Beetroot.
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Three Cornered Leek
and Nettle Pesto
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